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. Gain access to great minds

Who
We Are
Your subscription to Project Syndicate can help you make sense of issues,
ideas, trends, and events in the news – quickly, reliably, and with the
unique resources available to the world’s largest and most experienced
provider of original, globally-sourced commentary.
Featuring exclusive contributions by prominent political leaders,
policymakers, scholars, business leaders, and civic activists from more than
100 countries, Project Syndicate offers unrivaled insight into the topics
commanding the world’s attention.
project-syndicate.org

Our Contributors
Our contributors make up an esteemed group of statesmen, economists, and analysts.

Joseph E. Stiglitz

Christine Lagarde

Nouriel Roubini

Nobel laureate in economics, University
Professor at Columbia University, and Chief
Economist at the Roosevelt Institute

President of the European Central Bank
and former Managing Director of the
International Monetary Fund

Professor of Economics at New York
University’s Stern School of Business and
Chairman of Roubini Macro Associates

Mariana Mazzucato

Raghuram G. Rajan

Dambisa Moyo

Professor of the Economics of Innovation and
Public Value and Director of the Institute for
Innovation and Public Purpose at UCL

Professor of Finance at the University of Chicago
Booth School of Business and former Governor of
the Reserve Bank of India

International economist and the author
of four New York Times bestselling books

What’s Included

In addition to 100+ commentaries published on our website monthly; your subscription includes:

Archive
On Point
Exclusive explainers, thematic deep
dives, expert book reviews, and interviews with leading figures on a weekly
basis.

The Big Picture
Curated selection of 4-5 Project Syndicate
commentaries that provides diverse,
authoritative perspectives on critical
global events and challenges.

The PS Archive
More than 14,000 commentaries in up to
12 languages, dating back to 1994, including work from some of the twentieth century’s most eminent figures and those who
continue to shape the world around us.

Content
Usage
The Year Ahead magazine
World-renowned thinkers and leaders
address the defining political, economic,
scientific, and cultural developments of
the previous 12 months and suggest what
to expect in the year ahead.
(Articles available on the PS website.)

Listen to our Podcast
Featuring conversations with leading
economists, policymakers, authors, and
researchers on the world’s most pressing
issues. Tune in for biweekly analyses and
insights with our host Elmira Bayrasli,
Foreign Policy Interrupted co-founder
and Project Syndicate contributor.

Content Usage
Faculty and students have full access
to PS content for instruction and study.
Your subscription allows for classroom
use, including republishing of PS content
in course readers, course packets, course
intranet sites, and conference/event
literature.

How to
Access
Your institutional subscription is verified through the
Masaryk University Library IP addresses.
Visit project-syndicate.org from your institution’s IP
address and automatically login.
Access all PS content including:
•
•
•
•

New weekly commentaries
On Point
The Big Picture
The Year Ahead magazine (articles available
digitally)
• Archival access to thousands of articles dating
back to 1994

Additional
Benefits
Register a free personal account and enjoy additional
benefits to your institutional subscription, allowing you to:
• Follow your favorite authors
• Bookmark articles to read later
• Sign up for our curated weekly newsletters
How to Register
1. Register with your email or SSO login details.
2. With email registration, an automated link will be sent
via email.
3. Login with your email and password.
4. Check your profile here:
www.project-syndicate.org/profile/me

Your Personal
Account
After logging in, you will have
access to additional features
such as Bookmarking articles
and Following authors.
Newsletter
Stay up to date on the latest
Project Syndicate content with
our weekly newsletters.
To sign up, enter you email in
this field at the bottom of any
page on our site.

Bookmark
Save your favorite articles or
bookmark them to read later.

Following
Follow your favorite authors or
topics and be notified when they
publish something new.

. Keep in touch
Contact
If you have any questions or queries,
please contact:
Derek Halsey - Institutional Sales
dhalsey@project-syndicate.org
Thank you for reading Project Syndicate!

